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a b s t r a c t

In this paper we present a C# 4.0 high precision framework for simulation of relativistic many-body
systems. In order to benefit from the, previously developed, chaos analysis instruments, all newmodules
were integratedwith ChaosMany-Body Engine (Grossu et al. 2010, 2013). As a direct application, we used
46 digits precision for analyzing the ‘‘Butterfly Effect’’ of the gravitational force in a specific relativistic
nuclear collision toy-model.

Program summary

Program title: Chaos Many-Body Engine v04.1
Catalogue identifier: AEGH_v4_0
Program summary URL: http://cpc.cs.qub.ac.uk/summaries/AEGH_v4_0.html
Program obtainable from: CPC Program Library, Queen’s University, Belfast, N. Ireland
Licensing provisions:Microsoft Public License (Ms-PL)
No. of lines in distributed program, including test data, etc.: 307938
No. of bytes in distributed program, including test data, etc.: 11953299
Distribution format: tar.gz
Programming language: Visual C# Express 2010.
Computer: PC.
Operating system: .Net Framework 4.0 running on MSWindows.
RAM: 100 Megabytes
Classification: 6.2, 6.5.
External routines: BigRational structure provided by Microsoft
Does the new version supersede the previous version?: yes
Nature of problem:
high precision simulation of relativistic many-body systems.
Solution method:
high precision calculations based on BigInteger .Net Framework 4.0 new feature.
Reasons for new version:
development of a high precision framework
Summary of revisions:

• high precision framework based on the new BigInteger .Net Framework 4.0 structure
• high precision relativistic many-body engine
• concrete application: using 46 digit precision for analyzing the gravitational Butterfly Effect in a
specific relativistic nuclear collision toy-model

✩ This paper and its associated computer program are available via the Computer Physics Communication homepage on ScienceDirect (http://www.sciencedirect.com/
science/journal/00104655).
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• CMBE Reactions Module Bug Correction: in the particular case of two identical particles head-on
collision, reactions were not treated in earlier versions of CMBE.

• Chaos Analysis: implementation of a new measure ‘‘Average Y’’ for computing the average of any
function loaded in this module.

• Chaos Analysis: implementation of the phase space distance between two many-body systems, as a
function of time.

• Chaos Analysis: Implementation of a decimal version of the Chaos Analysis module.
• Chaos Analysis: Implementation of some usual relativistic formulas for facilitating processing of
Monte Carlo log files (Analysis\Relativistic Formulas XLS).

Additional comments:
XCopy deployment strategy.
Running time:
Quadratic complexity, around 2 h for one C+C event, 50 Fm/c, on a dual core @ 2.0 GHz CPU

© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In [1] we presented Chaos Many-Body Engine, a C# 2.0
application for chaos analysis of relativistic many-body systems.
Although the double value type (8 octets, 15–16 digits precision) is
sufficient for a wide class of simulations, it involves unacceptable
limitations [2] in some specific problems encountered in physics
(e.g. in the natural system of unities, the magnitude order of
the gravitational constant is 10−45 MeV−2). Considering the high
instability in fluctuations and perturbations of non-linear systems,
neglecting such small quantities might result in the important loss
of information. In this context, we considered the opportunity of
developing a high precision version of Chaos Many-Body Engine.

2. Program description

The ‘‘ChaosMany-Body Engine’’ library is designed as a flexible,
general numerical solution for the simulation of three-dimensional
relativistic many-body systems. In order to benefit from the latest
technologies’ advantages, the code was first migrated to .Net
Framework 4.0 [3].

Math.dll. The BigInteger structure is a new feature in .Net
Framework 4.0 [4]. For big rational numbers, Microsoft provides
also an additional open source structure (BigRational), which is de-
signed as a two BigInteger-s ratio.

Trying to use BigRational, one first problem comes from a
growing precision effect (involved especially by multiplications),
which leads to an unacceptable performance deprecation. Thus,
starting from BigRational, we created the BigDecimal structure, its
precision being limited (the LimitPrecision method) to the number
of digits specified by the Decimals static property.

Another difficulty comes from the fact that .Net Framework 4.0
does not provide commonmathematical functions for BigRational-
s. In this context, we developed the static BigMath class,
which implements a halving interval programming technique for
computing the square root and the exponential functions for
BigDecimal numbers.

The BigVector class is used for abstracting high precision three-
dimensional vectors. We used operator overloading for imple-
menting the sum, scalar product, and vectorial product operations.

AutomaticTests.dll. As Visual C# 2010 Express Edition does not
include unit test capabilities, we created a simple framework for
supporting automatic tests.

The AutomaticTest attribute represents the metadata used for
identifying test methods. The BaseAutomaticTest class is designed
as the base class for all automatic tests classes. The AutomaticTest-
sEngine contains a generic list of BaseAutomaticTest objects, and
uses reflection [4] for dynamically calling all corresponding test
methods (methods with the, previously mentioned, AutomaticTest
attribute).

Detailed automatic tests were implemented for the most
important classes of the Math.dll library (BigDecimal, BigMath,
BigVector, BigRelativity), in order to minimize the impact of further
changes or refactoring processes.

ParallelProgramming.dll. As working with high precision
numbers might seriously affect the performance, an important at-
tention was paid to both code optimization and algorithm paral-
lelization. The ParallelProgramming library is a basic framework for
executing methods on different execution threads [4,5]. The IPar-
allelObject interface is used for defining the ‘‘contract’’ (Start and
Stop methods) that a class must conform in order to be paralleliz-
able. The ParallelTask class is used to create a new thread for exe-
cuting the Start method of an IParallelObject instance, received as a
constructor parameter (dependency injection). The ParallelTaskList
class is based on a generic list of ParallelTask objects, and is used for
calling multiple methods in parallel. Further analyses along paral-
lelization techniques are currently in progress.

Engine.dll. The high precision many-body library was de-
veloped by analogy with the existing many-body engine [1,3].
Thus, the BigParticle class abstracts a material point and provides
some basic scalar and vectorial properties (rest mass, movement
mass, electric charge, velocity, force etc.). BigNBody is a generic
list of BigParticle instances and provides also the main simula-
tion algorithms. The BigNBody.Next method uses a second order
Runge–Kutta algorithm [2] for computing the following system of
equations (derived from the second Newton’s law):
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where pi is the momentum, ri the position, vi the velocity, m0i the
rest mass,mi themovementmass of the constituent i, t is the time,
Fij the bi-particle force, and c is the velocity of light in vacuum.

The BigNBody.EnergyTest property is used for implementing the
energy conservation assessment [1,2]:

Pϵ = − log10

E (t) − E(t = 0)
E(t = 0)

 . (2)
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The expression of the bi-particle force is defined in each specific
simulation of interest, and is passed to the engine using a
delegate (type-safe function pointer). BigUniverse is a generic list
of BigNBody instances, and was mainly used for implementing
the Lyapunov Exponent [6,7] by simulating two identical systems
with slightly different initial conditions. It is implementing the,
previously described, IParallelObject interface, and contains also
the simulation main loop (time generator). BigSimulationBase
represents the base abstract class to be implemented by each
specific simulation in order to enforce a proper use of the engine.
It represents the application programming interface (facade layer)
of the engine.

Data.dll. Each simulation output is saved into a set of comma
separated values files: the header ([name].hdr.csv) containing
the initial momentum and position for each particle, and the
data file ([name].dat.csv) containing the system evolution in time
information. One limitation of the current version comes from the
fact that the output files are storing data in decimal precision (.Net
data type with 28–29 digits) instead of using a specific BigDecimal
representation (e.g. numerator/denominator). Considering also
that the old CMBE version is using double precision, our choice
is motivated by the fact that both the decimal and the BigDecimal
data types are represented as base 10 numbers (the numerator
and the denominator properties of BigDecimal structure are base
10 integers), while the double .Net data type is binary represented.
Thus, in order to avoid any small precision loss resulted from
converting decimal to double variables [4] we created also a decimal
version of the data access layer module (Data.dll), which includes
all chaos analysis tools implemented in [1].

Functional Tests. As a test strategy, we implemented a sim-
ple relativistic three-body systemwith harmonic potential (choose
Simulations\Harmonic, respectively High Precision\Harmonic
frommenu) for comparing the new high precision module, config-
ured to work in double precision (BigDecimal.Decimals = 16), with
the old CMBE version. The same parameter values (temporal res-
olution, simulation time etc.) were provided to both simulations.
The dependence on time of the phase space distance between the
two outputs is presented in Fig. 1. The small difference found could
be explained by the previously discussed precision loss resulted
from converting decimals to doubles (base 10 vs. base 2 number
representations). For proving this assumption we created a deci-
mal version of the old CMBE application (copy/paste all code files,
and replace all doublewith decimal variables). In order to assure the
compatibility with the decimal data type, the BigDecimal.Decimals
static variablewas increased to 29. One can notice that, in this case,
the phase space distance between the two simulations is constant
and equals zero. We observed also that the energy conservation
test has approximately the same value (Pε ≈ 6) for all scenarios
we tested (CMBE old, respectively the high precision module con-
figured for 16, 29, and 46 decimals).

3. Application: study on the ‘‘Butterfly Effect’’ of the gravita-
tional force in a nuclear relativistic collision toy-model

Inspired by the existing studies on billiard nuclear models
[8,9], we used Chaos Many-Body Engine for implementing a
relativistic nuclear collision toy-model, which was tested with
encouraging results [10] on the experimental data from SKM 200
collaboration [11–13]. In the frame of this model we considered
a bi-particle finite depth Yukawa potential well, together with
a short distance repulsive term. As opposed to the potential
implemented in [10], for simplicity, we ignored the coulombian
term:
Fig. 1. The phase space distance (D) between the high precision module
(configured to 16 decimals precision) and the old CMBE simulation outputs for a
simple relativistic three body system with harmonic potential.
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where V0 = 35 MeV is the depth and a = 2 Fm is the radius of the
potential well, rij represents the distance between the two bodies,
and we empirically chose K = 200.

Each nucleus is implemented as a set of nucleons, initially at
rest, placed in the vertices of a regular polyhedron (tetrahedron
for α particle, cubical network for heavier nuclei), with edges
calculated in agreement with the corresponding nucleus radius
(r = r0A1/3). The incident momentum per nucleon is specified as
an input parameter. One can choose between target-projectile, and
collider mechanisms. Reactions are ignored in order to avoid the
additional hazard involved by multiple channels.

In order to estimate the Butterfly Effect of the gravitational force,
in each simulation we included a clone of the main many-body
system, for which we considered an additional gravitational term:

VG(rij) = V (rij) − G
mimj

rij
(4)

wherem is themovementmass, andG is the gravitational constant.
As in the natural system of unities G ∼= 6.7 × 10−45 MeV−2,

the precision was set to 46 digits. In order to exclude any
computational bug, the code was first tested by ignoring the
gravitational term. Thus, we verified that the phase space distance
between the main and the cloned systems is constant and equals
zero.

For exemplification, we considered He + He target-projectile
central collisions at 4.5 A GeV/c (choose High Precision\Gravity
from menu). With these parameters, the energy conservation test
(2) is Pε ≈ 4 for the temporal resolution dt = 10−2 Fm/c, respec-
tively Pε ≈ 5 for dt = 10−3 Fm/c (same values being obtained
with the old version of CMBE). The phase space distance between
the two systems, with and without gravity, is presented in Fig. 2.

4. Conclusion

Based on the BigInteger and BigRational .Net Framework 4.0 new
features, we developed a C# [4,5] high precision [2] relativistic
many-body framework, fully integrated with Chaos Many-Body
Engine [1,3]. Working with 46 digits precision involves important
performance limitations. A dual core @ 2.0 GHz CPU is a minimum
recommendation in this context. The number of participants was
also limited to 24 (e.g. C + C interactions).
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Fig. 2. The phase space distance (D) between two many-body systems (He + He at 4.5 A GeV/c), one with and one without gravity (4). (Left) The result for temporal
resolution dt = 0.01 Fm/c. (Right) Temporal resolution dt = 0.001 Fm/c.
Trying to estimate the Butterfly Effect of the gravitational force
in a specific relativistic nuclear collision toy-model, we obtained
some encouraging results. Thus, despite the very small value of the
gravitational term (G ∼= 6.7 × 10−45 MeV−2), one can notice that
its contribution results in phase space distances ‘‘visible’’ in double
precision (16 decimals) Fig. 2.
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